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OverviewOverview
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Predation and reputation (I)Predation and reputation (I)
A potent threat...

- the OFT has received ‘around 30’ complaints about 
exclusionary behaviour under CA98 since March 20001

- one infringement finding

- three main predation cases:three main predation cases:
- First Edinburgh/Lothian (2004): no effects

- Arriva/Chester (2007): no dominanceArriva/Chester (2007): no dominance

- Cardiff Bus (2008): dominance, intent and effects

1 OFT (2010), ‘Local Bus Services: The OFT’s Reasons For Making A Market Investigation Reference to the Competition 
C i i ’ J C CA98/0 /2004 Fi Edi b h/L hi A il 2004 Ch Ci C il &
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Commission’, January, p. 55; Case CA98/05/2004 First Edinburgh/Lothian, April 2004; Chester City Council & anor v 
Arriva plc & ors [2007] EWHC 1373 (Ch); OFT (2008), ‘Abuse of a dominant position by Cardiff Bus’, Case CE/5281/04, 
November 18th.



Predation and reputation (II)Predation and reputation (II)
...or a historical legacy?

Have you been put off entry into a new area by
the reputation of the incumbent firm for retaliation?

13%

Yes
No

87%

Note: the chart refers to ‘Tier 2 Small Operators’ which have a market share of less than 25% and are never more 
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than the third largest operator in any urban area. Only one (out of 16) Tier 1 Small Operator said that it was deterred 
from entry, and no medium or large operator said that it had been deterred.
Source: Competition Commission (2011), ‘Local Bus Service Market Investigation: Provisional Findings’, para. 9.44.
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Does ‘on the road’ competition work?Does on the road  competition work?

Level of competitionLevel of competition 
determined by the level

of demand?

Is ‘on the road’
competition 

effective?

Low barriers to 
entry?

Many route 
overlaps implies 
extensive actual 

competition?competition?

Level of demand is readily 
observed, making exploiting 

i h k l i l
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gaps in the market relatively 
straightforward? 



Competition determined by market size?Competition determined by market size?

- two-stage approach to assessing the relationship between 
performance and the number of competitors

Number of competitors is a function of the size of the market

Price/frequency is (possibly) a function of the number of 
competitors, market demographics, quality of service, etc

- Oxera analysis of the profitability of entry suggests that 
few routes could support an additional competitorfew routes could support an additional competitor
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Many overlaps?Many overlaps?

- 63% of routes weighted by timetable face an overlap of 2km, while 
48% of routes weighted by timetable face an overlap of 3.2km
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Source: Competition Commission (2011), ‘The Extent of Direct Competition in the Supply of Bus Services in Great Britain 
(Excluding London)’, p. 4.



Or is franchising a better option?Or is franchising a better option?

- the London market is franchised
- typically offering gross cost contractsyp y g g

- outside London, government policy has been to increase 
cooperation between local authorities and operatorscooperation between local authorities and operators
- a number of Acts of Parliament has resulted in an alphabet 

soup of options: VPS, QC, SPS...

- each option restricts operator behaviour to some degree 
(either through a voluntary agreement, or imposed by local 
authorities)authorities)
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Comparing franchising with ‘on the road’Comparing franchising with on the road  
competition
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that it is not possible to obtain comparable data further back. The data does not include BSOG or concessionary fares 
and therefore represents mostly the cost of providing tendered services.
Source: Oxera analysis and Department for Transport, Bus Statistics.



ConclusionsConclusions

- government support per passenger journey:
- 31p in London

- 19p in English non-metropolitan areas

- 13p in English metropolitan areas

- CC: ‘We are not recommending franchising—as operates in 
London—because it addresses the symptoms of the problems 
which we have found rather than the cause ’which we have found rather than the cause.

- CC: ‘LTAs also have wider social and policy objectives that are 
not relevant to this investigation but which may legitimately leadnot relevant to this investigation, but which may legitimately lead 
them to take a different view on this matter.’
Competition Commission (2011), ‘CC Has Change For The Buses’, October 6th.
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